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Unitary evolution of 120 interacting bosons 
J



  

Unitary evolution of 120 interacting bosons 
J Zeno

Strong entanglement Hilbert-space localization



  

Quantum dynamics: interacting particles



  

Outline

- Bose-Hubbard model

1. Dynamical entanglement

- Characteristic quantities

- Scaling with the boson number N

2. Hilbert-space localization (HSL)

- Characteristic quantities

- Scaling with the boson number N



  

Simple model: bosons in a double well

Simple system: bosonic Josephson tunneling junction

Characteristic parameter (from mean-field approximation)

Two-site Bose-Hubbard model pendelum analog:

E=T+V



  

Josephson junction



  

 

Recursive projection method: Inverted Russian doll

Z,PRA 81,034701

Directed random walk in Hilbert space

Resolvent:

...



  

Mesoscopic entanglement: N00N state

Interferometry!



  

Characterization of N00N entanglement



  

U=0: very weak N00N entanglement



  

BHM: return to the initial well
J

T=π/J



  

BHM: transition between the other well
J



  

Optimal N00N entanglement



  

Noon entanglement for N=4 & N=120



  

Scaling with number of bosons N

fixed  u=NU/J



  

Scaling with number of bosons N



  

Summery:
Scaling of N00N entanglement



  

Characterization of HS localization

Inverse participation ratio:

>0  localized

=0  delocalized

return probability

Cohen, Yukalov and Z., arxiv:1511.04667 (PRA93)



  

Localization in Hilbert space

Mean-field approximation: Gross-Pitaevskii equation

strong interaction
    u>2

weak interaction u<2

Jacobi elliptic functions



  

Full quantum dynamics: 
scaling behavior of HS localization 



  

Scaling function f(u) for initial state |N,0>
J



  

Scaling function f(u) for initial state |N/2,N/2>J



  

Conclusions dynamical entanglement

- dynamical entanglement 

- Hilbert-space localization

- “correlation physics” 

are a consequence of the competition of tunneling &  interaction

dynamical entanglement is achievable for large number of      
bosonic atoms in interacting systems

However, this requires

- intermediate time scales

- fine tuning of model parameters interaction vs. tunneling



  

Conclusions HSL

Participation number obeys finite-size scaling 

α=1/2 (|Ν,0> initial)  α=0.84 (|N/2,N/2> initial) 

which depends on the initial state:

In contrast to the mean-field approximation the full quantum
dynamics does not have a transition to HSL as a function of u  

Thank you
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